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To say that photography has come of age in the
Australian art world would be an understatement.
Bill Henson's mammoth retrospective at the Art
Gallery of New South Wales more than proves the
point.

But the rise of photography as a valid medium in
the art world has unleashed a cornucopia of talent
around the country. Commercial galleries have
picked up on the trend, with varying results, and
curators are queuing up to come up with a hot
selectjon to prove they are in the know

One of the more intriguing and successful selec-
tions of recent times is Loaded, curated by Helen
Fraiman. By bringing together three of
Melbourne's most interesting rising talents,
Frajman reveals both the extraordinary technical
skills of these artists and their strange, almost
obsessive sub ject matter.

In many respects Jane Burton, Christopher
Koller and Darren Sylvester have little in com-
mon. Sylvester is cool and clever, Burton moody
and sensuous and Koller almost journalistic in
capturing the contemplative moments of contem-
porary fapan in the images on show here. But they
are also clearly linked in terms of sharing almost
dream-like atmospherics and hints of cinematic
narratives.

As Frajman sa!s: "A1l three are known for making
work which is somewhat enigmatic or elusive and
which, while representational in nature, is nevertheless open to many read-
ings and multlple narratives. Work that is, in fact, loaded "

Frajman has delved into each artist's oeuvre to collate Loaded. Kolle"s
almost noir-ish depictions of |apanese salary men in his l9B4 series Zen Zen

Chigaumade, hints at shadowy narratives, infused with regret or lost potential,
a melancholia imbedded in lost moments. Similarly, there is a sense of
yearning in Burton's imagery. Alternating between romantlc, if solitary, sky
scapes and slightly claustrophobic interiors featuring naked models,
Burton's work hints at the autobiographical and the mysterious The magic
of her work is to seduce the viewer into an unstated narrative, the suggestion
of events about to transpire or that have recently passed.

For all the hints of sentimentality, Sylvester's work is the coolest of the
three. His model-perfect subjects carry a postmodern devil-may-care ele-
gance Frajman notes that; "...his photographs of generically beautiful
people from an unreal universe seem like moments from advertising suf-
fused with blandness and ennui." Sylvester adds short texts, stories and
extended titles to much of his work - How Do You Know lf lls Real Loue? and
What Happens to You is Forever - and for writer Daniel Palmer, Sylvester's work
suggests "modern romantic fictions, aspiring to the emotional condition of
'pop music . implied in the short, affectless fictional texts.. (which read
like Delillo and Ballard put through a Simple Text voice reader)."

Frajman has done her work here. Whiie all three artists sit comfortably
together in terms of perfectly crafted images which shlmmer and glow from
the walls, they are also combined by an almost literary sensibility, a knowing
awareness of the world around them Not content to simply muster a grab
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Sylvester is cool and clever; Burton
moody and sensuous and Koller
almost journalistic...
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bag of recent works, Frajman has deliberately delved into each artists body
of vu,ork to find a degree of synchronicity - the selected Burton works are an
amalgam, lrtledYanishinq Point, are grouped from works executed over sever-
al years, while the Koller's are sourced from a far earlier body of work.

Romantic and intelligent, disturbing and just slightly off kilter, Loaderlis a

powerful selection of work that adds powerfully to the consensus that pho-
tography has made its mark on the contemporary scene.

- Ashleq Crawt'ord


